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Abstract
The role of wine and food products in tourism is multiform and complex. Throughout human history, food has not just been a means of subsistence, but has often become an element for authentic experience, socialising and hospitality. Within the context of global tourism, enogastronomy determines the qualitative level of the offer. It can be said that nowadays the package of goods destined for tourism is enriched by a new attribute, that of quality food, which has taken on a social aspect: more and more tourists travel to specific destinations because of good food. Traceability and protection brands are, without doubt, indicators for measuring the quality of food. The propensity to purchase and consume “traced” food were analysed with specific reference to olive oil. Data were collected through a 500Hz binocular remote eye-tracking system and analysed with SPSS software.
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1. Global Tourism and Gastronomic Products

The development of local products in rural areas is not to be seen exclusively as support for the productive spirit of such areas, but rather has to be interpreted as part of a greater local development plan, which aims at unifying different economic and productive components so as to develop the links upon which a district’s economy is based. Such links reciprocally reinforce and can be activated at local level through a systematic development of rural economy, and a highly representative example of this is the interdependence which is created between local products and tourism in specific areas (Bencivenga et al., 2016). Enogastronomic experiences can contribute to the creation, improvement or reinforcing of the genius loci and for some can become primary elements in choosing a tourist destination (Hede, 2008).

In the context of global tourism (Salama, 2015; Scott & Gössling, 2015; Bellini & Brondoni, 2016; Salazar, 2016) enogastronomy helps determine the quality level of
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an offer. Since the beginning of the 1990s, holidays have come to represent a need for almost the entire population of post-industrial countries. The increasingly diversified requests reflect a demand for low cost products, preferably differentiated, centred on short holidays, in various periods of the year, at far away, little known destinations which are nearly always reached by air; a new form of tourism known as global or postmodern tourism (Leed, 1992).

Global tourism is, then, a successive stage to the ‘modern’. It is characterised not only by high percentages of people who practice tourism, but even more by the tourist destinations to be discovered. It is no longer the destination that makes the difference, but the experience that one can have. More and more tourists are looking for not just a natural or artistic setting, sport or recreational structures, but also numerous different ways to experience (Pine & Gilmore, 1999) them, often as a protagonist. The tourist destination is, then, a sort of stage on which the traveller chooses a role to interpret. Such a form of tourism has been encouraged over recent years by a change of rules brought about by the sharing economy, as a technological-economic phenomenon promoted by the development in the ICT industry (Salvioni, 2016).

The range of goods destined for tourism has been enriched with a new aspect, that of quality food and drink. These have a value of a strictly economic nature which is linked to an important element of a social nature: since the origin of mankind, food has been one of, if not the most important, elements on which interpersonal relations have developed.

In today’s dynamic and competitive contexts of excess supply, the certifying of food quality is ascertained through traceability and protection brands. Therefore, attention is no longer given simply to the brand (Olson & Jacoby, 1972), price, advertising, retailer brand and country of origin (Zeithaml, 1988; Teas & Agarwal, 2000), but rather purchasers and consumers are looking more and more at protection brands (Agostino & Trivieri, 2014) and traceability to certify food and drink quality.

Market globalisation (Brondoni & Pironti, 2015) and the increasing threats to food safety have contributed to undermining consumer confidence in food producers, rendering food traceability a potential solution to these major issues.

The European Union currently protects top quality farm products, since this quality undeniably helps producers to protect their territorial identity and increases their profitability and competitiveness in an increasingly globalised market (Reitano & Fazio, 2014). Quality is guaranteed by the compulsory traceability requirement (EC Regulation No. 178/2002), as well as by collective protection brand systems (Protected Designation of Origin - PDO, Protected Geographical Indication - PGI and Specificity Certificate or Traditional Speciality Guaranteed - TSG), which are general frameworks of rules through which agro-alimentary products can be registered as collective brands. The importance of traceability can be assessed in terms of easily and quickly retrieved, clear and reliable information on a specific product, at all stages of the production process, which can help in the buyer’s decision-making process (Bhatt et al., 2013). Despite the importance of quality certification and geographic denominations within the EU quality protection framework, the impact of quality certification on consumer choice still needs to be empirically investigated (Josling, 2006; Bramley et al., 2009). Based on these
assumptions, the aim of this work is to analyse whether there is a positive association between brand protection and purchasing behaviour. Moreover, the visual impact of brand protection on olive oil labels is investigated, along with the unconscious and analytical reactions of consumers classified by age groups.

Most purchases are not the result of a careful analysis of the available information and a consequent logical assumption; they are frequently linked to irrational behaviour (Fitzsimons et al., 2002). Choosing food is also a complex phenomenon depending on several related factors (Köster, 2009).

Numerous studies show that consumers make their choices by focusing on a series of elements and features which help customers maximise the advantages and minimise the losses involved in a purchase (Elrod et al., 2004). However, consumers have a limited capacity to process information and are primarily led by intuition (Milosavljevic & Cerf, 2008), specifically in the case of complex choices (Kahneman, 2003). Moreover, research points out that, in many cases, purchasing decisions are made unconsciously (Fitzsimons et al., 2002) and are driven by two different approaches (Stanovich & West, 2000). The first is an experiential approach based on an emotional and perceptive drive, characterised by fast and effortless answers, as well as by automatic and associative processes (Lieberman, 2000). The second approach is more rational, decision-based and analytical and involves a slower, more responsible process (Stanovich & West, 2000). Our minds very often go through an unconscious storm of contrasting emotions when we have to make a decision on what to buy and whether a purchase is needed. The prevalence of positive emotions over negative emotions very often leads to purchasing decisions. Sometimes customers do not know exactly what to buy and cognitive answers are often very different from the emotional responses that leading to purchasing and consumption behaviour. Today in markets which present a great range of products (Lambin, 2014), it is very often the product packaging, shelf displays and quality certifications (such as brand protection) that increase product visibility, which, in turn, influences customers to perceive of high quality and triggers unconscious mechanisms that lead to purchasing. Therefore, physiological observations of consumers can be employed to understand their behaviour or infer sensations, moods and emotions that cannot always be detected through the administration of simple questionnaires (Reitano & Calomino, 2008). The body cannot lie and consequently biometric measurements, such as eye tracking and oculometry, can be adopted in tandem with the tools traditionally used to obtain information on consumers.

2. Purchasing Behaviour Regarding Traced Food Products

Market expansion, the collapse of barriers and geographical boundaries and the consequent threats to food safety have jeopardised consumer confidence in producers, thus making food traceability a potential solution to the issues dealt with in this study (Reitano & Fazio, 2014). ‘Traceability’ and ‘tracking’ are two specular processes, often misused as synonyms. It is not by chance that, in English, the word tracking has evolved from the Italian word ‘tracciabilità’ and tracing from ‘rintracciabilità’. In the first case, it is important to establish what kind of
information should ‘leave a track’ along the process, considering its importance as an instrument of product control and identification in its course from the field to the table. Instead the word ‘rintracciabilità’ identifies such ‘tracks’: the two processes are highly intertwined (Reitano & Fazio, 2015).

Traceability gives important marketing leverage in so far as it enriches the bundle of product characteristics, supporting increases in retail prices, defining distribution channels and ensuring corporate/brand identity. Identity is considered in terms of reputation, the extent to which consumers memorise, remember and recognise a given brand in relation to its name or to the features through which it is represented, and its product image, derive from a series of factors that can be linked to product features and generate positive or negative opinions (Reitano & Fazio, 2015).

As for analysis of the elements indicated on food labels, several studies have investigated their impact on consumers. For instance, nutritional information is reported on labels with the aim of informing consumers about food quality and to induce them to buy healthy food (Cowburn & Stockley, 2005). However, most people tend to ignore such information when buying a product, since it sometimes cannot be easily understood (Grunert & Wills, 2007; Grunert et al., 2010; Roberto et al., 2012). For this reason, nutrition labels have been introduced to complete traditional labels according to the traffic light system, indicating guidelines for daily consumption in terms of nutritional elements. This system is simple, easy to understand and, above all, it is able to attract consumers’ visual attention (Jones & Richardson, 2007; Grunert et al., 2010; van Herpen et al., 2012).

Several studies on this topic have demonstrated that the traffic light system easily grabs consumers’ attention and facilitates the understanding of nutritional information (Ares et al., 2012; Antúnez et al., 2013). Based on the results of such research, this study aims to analyse the visual impact on consumers of protection brands on olive oil labels and to assess whether consumers’ attention is attracted by such brands. Since there are several collective brands in terms of geographical indication, and each is represented by a different graphic image and by a specific caption on the label, it is interesting to assess whether they generate the same impact on consumers or if factors such as age, consumption habits and behaviour (visual vs rational) may have an influence.

3. The Research

The purpose of this research is to explore the behaviour of tourists with regard to food consumption. Our interest lies specifically on understanding if and how much consumers purchasing tourist products and services prefer quality food. For this reason, attention is focused on olive oil, a basic food par excellence, as well as a key element in the Mediterranean diet, which in November 2010 was recognised as an Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO. Olive oil is highly differentiated, so this study is focused on traced oil as certified by the protection brands of the European Community to better understand how traceability and protection brands influence purchasing and consumption decisions.

Firstly, the research aimed at investigating consumers’ knowledge of the notions of traceability and brand protection in order to understand whether there is a
propensity to buy traced products and if traceability is perceived of by consumers as a competitive advantage of the product. The survey also showed that the majority of the consumers know about protection brands but do not always correctly associate the picture with the designation. In this regard, among the interviewed, those mainly attracted by the red icon gave greater attention to the label, whereas, those mainly attracted by the blue icon gave less attention to the different details of the label. Consumers associate a higher level of quality with the traced products: they seek traceability through the protection brands or, more often, through a personal tracking mechanism which consists of being supplied by a trusted farmer. Such data was collected through the administration of a questionnaire to consumers. Moreover, the research investigated and assessed the presence of potential unconscious mechanisms triggered by seeing the protection brand on a label. More precisely, the visual impact of protection brands on olive oil was observed and it was investigated whether such brands are able to attract consumers’ visual attention (Henderson, 2017). Furthermore, since there are several collective brands protected by geographical indications on labels, and each is represented by a different image, as well as a specific caption, it is interesting to verify if they have the same impact on consumers or if other factors, such as age, can have an influence on the final decision. Formally, the hypothesis is the following:

\[ H_1: \text{Is there a positive association between gaze, area of interest and age groups? (statistically different averages)} \]

consequently, the null hypothesis is the following:

\[ H_0: \text{Same average number (no association between gaze and age groups)} \]

In order to verify such hypothesis, data was collected through an eye-tracking system and subsequently analysed from a statistical point of view by using SPSS software. Therefore, the research was carried out in a laboratory so as to guide the participants’ attention towards the investigated elements, without the participants' being influenced by environmental (Gijsbrechts et. al, 2003; Dijkstra et al., 2005; Garrido-Morgado & González-Benito, 2015) and/or personal (Foxall & Bhate, 1993; Seitz, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009) factors as would happen in any retail shop.

3.1 Participants

The research was carried out over a sample of 42 individuals (60% men). The sample was made up of university students and workers, with an age range between 18 and 65. For reasons of analysis, the sample was divided into two groups (through the calculation of the median) according to age. The ‘18-29 year-old’ group and the ‘over 30 year-old’ group. Consumption habits for the latter were supposed to be different when compared with young university students. Of the total number of individuals, the ‘over 30-year old’ group represented 55% of the sample, and the students represent half of the sample.
3.2 Visual Stimuli

Through the eye-tracking system, it is possible to identify both the ‘length’ and the ‘frequency’ of gazes by interviewed individuals at the various parts of the pictures shown to them (Lahey & Oxley, 2016). The gaze maps obtained for each interviewee were the result of the gazes at the pictures. The research focused on the projection of seven different pictures showing a bottle of olive oil, projected for fifteen seconds with each picture then followed by an interval of six seconds during which a neutral background was projected. Each gaze was numbered on the basis of the sequence of gazes at a specific part of the picture.

Besides the projection of pictures with a record of the individuals’ gazes and saccades, the experiment included a set of questions concerning the interviewees’ awareness of the brands, their perception of higher quality, and their willingness to pay a higher price for some products. Two bottles of extra virgin olive oil were used for the research. One had a PGI (Protected Geographical Indication) brand, while the second had a PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) brand. The images of both bottles were projected in the same picture. The choice of the bottle was not random, but closely related to the objectives of the research; plain and simple packaging do not distract the observer. Furthermore, the label is characterised by some elements useful for the research. The label is organised into sections: starting from the top, there is the brand of the producer, the picture of an old country mill, the wording of the type of oil (i.e. extra virgin olive oil), the words PGI/PDO, the name of the oil and, finally the graphic icon of the protection brand (on blue background if PGI oil, on red background if PDO oil). The label contains several information, but this research was focused on two different Areas Of Interest (AOI):

- AOI 1: word PGI/PDO;
- AOI 2: graphic icon of the protection brand (PGI/PDO);

3.3 Instruments and Equipment

The study was carried out by means of a 500Hz binocular remote eye-tracking system. Through such a system, it was possible to assess both the ‘time’ and the ‘frequency’ of the gaze of individuals at the different areas of the images shown. The maps of the gaze obtained for each interviewee, were the result of their gaze at projected images. The length of the projection was 15 seconds. Statistical analysis was carried out by means of SPSS software.

3.4 Analysis of Data

The gaze at each area of interest was registered from the projection of the picture of the two bottles with brand protection. Since the picture shows two different olive oil bottles contemporaneously, one with the DPO brand and the other with the PGI brand, to analyse data, an average of gazes at the area of interest was considered.

The average gazes at the two bottles were compared for areas of interest 1 and 2; the AOI 1 is characterised by the caption DPO/PGI on the label, while AOI 2 is characterised by the icon. The analysis of data was carried out through a
comparison of the averages of independent samples (Independent sample t-Test), after having used SPSS software, and by considering the qualitative variable ‘age’ for the two groups and the quantitative variable “number of gazes” at the areas of interest considered.

**Table 1: Groups Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOI 1</td>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.974</td>
<td>2.5899</td>
<td>.5942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>over 30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.804</td>
<td>3.0404</td>
<td>.6340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI 2</td>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7.395</td>
<td>6.8730</td>
<td>1.5768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>over 30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.913</td>
<td>1.8808</td>
<td>.3922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors’ Elaboration*

**Table 2: Independent Sample Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levene’s test for equality of variances</th>
<th>t-Test for equality of means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-2.107</td>
<td>39.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>10.822</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>2.143</td>
<td>20.233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors’ Elaboration*

As for AIO 1, the test on variance homogeneity provides an insignificant $p$ value:

$p = .686 > .05$;

therefore, according to Levene’s test the assumption is verified and the null hypothesis can be accepted. By considering the results of the t-Test, by assuming equal variances, $p$-value characterising the value of statistical datum $t$ is lower than 0.05:
\[ p = .045 < .05; \]

therefore, the null hypothesis (equal averages) is rejected; averages differ from each other. The null hypothesis is also rejected for the AOI 2: in this case the hypothesis that two variances are equal is rejected by Levene’s test (\( p \)-value lower than 0.05):

\[ p = .002 < .05; \]

By considering the results of the t-Test, and in this case, equal variances are not assumed, the \( p \)-value is again lower than 0.05:

\[ p = .044 < 0.05; \]

therefore, the null hypothesis is again rejected. To conclude, the \( H_1 \) hypothesis can be accepted for both areas of interest.

The following images show the heatmaps indicating the average gaze for graphic stimulus considered for each age group.

**Figure 1: Heatmaps with the Average Gaze for the 18-29 Age Group and Over 30 Age Group**

The heatmaps of the two groups visually highlight the hypothesised, and then statistically verified, differences.

It can be clearly seen that younger people focus their gaze on the graphic icon, neglecting the other elements on the bottle. Older people, though, spread their attention almost equally between the graphic icon and the wording of the same information included in the graphic icon.
3.5 Discussion

By analysing eye tracks and, more specifically, the number of gazes at the graphic stimulus, it is evident that, on average, if the sample is sorted into two age groups (18-29 and over 30), the groups display different behaviour. Young people are more attracted by graphic details (the DPO and PGI icon), while the over-30 group is generally more reflective, they tend to observe the whole label and give attention to both the icon and other features.

At this point an explanation relating to generational differences can be found: digital natives are more attracted by graphic icons because these are more similar to information in digital form which they are accustomed to; elder people, born, educated and shaped within a context of analogical information, continue to give more attention to and show an aptitude for analogical information, dividing their gaze between graphic icon and the wording PDO and PGI.

In general, regardless of the reference group, heatmaps are characterised by a greater observation of the bottle on the left of the image, confirming what was shown by the F-pattern model (Pernice et al., 2014), according to which people, especially westerners, who write from left to right, almost invariably read a text or look at an image by following a capital F pattern. Consequently, it is obvious that gazes at the bottle on the left are quantitatively more numerous.

Of the all information included on the label, attention is predominantly given to the protection brand, both in graphic and analogical forms, neglecting other items of information. This demonstrates that the observers' attention centres on the quality of the product.

□ The Bratislava Case. Since 2000, Bratislava has undergone a marked process of economic development, of which tourism is an important aspect. Given the favourable geographical position (60 Km from Vienna and 200 from Budapest), it is often part of both national and international tours for mass tourism. The old town comes alive around 10 o’clock every morning, livened up by thousands of tourists until the early hours. The old town is completely pedestrian, since traffic is forbidden even to taxis and buses. Great attention was given to the promotion of architectural heritage: Bratislava castle; St. Martin’s Cathedral; the Blue Church; Grassalkovich Palace; Primate’s Palace; St. Michael’s Gate; Hviezdoslav Square. Over recent years, Bratislava has been enriched with various bronze statues, highly appreciated by tourists: the Napoleonic soldier, Čumil appearing from a manhole; Schöner Náci, also known as Bela Ignaz. In Hviezdoslav Square, stands a statue dedicated to Andersen, who may have written “The Little Match Girl” in Bratislava or was inspired by the fire at Devin Castle. In fact, although Andersen travelled a lot, and wrote a lot, there is no documented proof of a link between the fairy tale and Bratislava (Olsen & Topsøe-Jensen (ed.), 1973). Street artists are rare, even at weekends. A construction of great value is the Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum, inaugurated in September 2000, in a picturesque spot, a peninsula reaching out into the Danube, about 15 km from the city.
centre. The museum can be reached in 90 minutes by boat from the centre of Bratislava and, therefore, is the ideal destination for those who are looking for a pleasant, quiet day between nature and art. The city pays notable attention to tourists: streets are very clean and, on muggy days, special devices micronise water, so helping combat the humidity. A stay in Bratislava is a very agreeable experience (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). The old town has not lost its identity. Given the short distances, it is relaxing to visit the interesting museums, antique shops and pleasant stores selling Slovak souvenirs (including coins from the local Mint); it is easy to buy fine chocolates or the typical Mariánskolázenské Oplatky (IGP) or savour a tasty cake in a historical shop. It is not, though, easy to find quality food, be it Slovak or foreign in the old town, particularly in the streets that tourists frequent. Therefore, one gets the sensation that the tourists are the centre of attention for local and central politics: so much has been done to develop tourism, even a daring, as not demonstrated, connection between the city and one of the world’s most well-known fables, as well as large public works, bridges, shopping centres with numerous restaurants and places to meet, and spots on the suggestive left bank of the Danube (Špirková, 2011). So, the tourist offer, in the old town, has been enriched and extended through the addition of various elements, but ignoring good food and, therefore, traced products. The reason could be the lack of consistency of Slovak products with protection brands. There are 36 in total, of which 8 are PDO, 11 PGI and 7 TSG. Almost 90% of all Slovak PDO products are wines. The total of Slovak products equipped with protection brands is just 1.1% of the total of European products. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that Slovakia does not count, amongst its strong points, the sort of high value, traditional, universally acknowledged and appreciated cuisine, which, instead, enriches other European tourist destinations (Pergament, 2017). With a view to the development of global tourism, the importance of quality enogastronomy for some consumers, attentive to protection brands and, so, tending to look carefully at labels, should not be disregarded (Nikolova & Inman, 2015).

4. Conclusions

The eye-tracking systems show interesting elements to better understand preferences when purchasing. In particular, the survey carried out showed that, when looking at a bottle, the consumer focuses on the protection brands and is willing to spend more to purchase products with such brands.

Different age groups exhibit interesting differences: younger people focus their attention on icon and pictures, while older people look more critically at the entire label, while also focusing greatly on the descriptions.

Therefore, whatever the age, consumers associate traced products with a higher level of quality, identifying a factor of competitiveness in the traceability.
In line with the Butler model (Butler, 1980), according to which, factors influencing the evolution and life cycle of a tourist spot include qualitative and quantitative changes in available resources, it is necessary from a global tourism point of view that the package of goods a tourist destination offers is rich in monuments, infrastructures, services and places of leisure, as well as good food and traditional cuisine.

Quality certification of food is ensured by traceability and protection brands, and these are increasingly understood and sought by consumers of all ages.
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